DNA: What's your story?
This is a pivotal time in history. We now recognize the implications of our uniquely personal DNA blueprint (i.e., genetics/genomics) for health and illness, and scientific research is rapidly unraveling the secrets of what that blueprint personally means to each of us. Listening to what patients have to say about the use of DNA in their health care can strengthen your role in creating a new paradigm for education and service delivery. Stories are an amazing way to reach out, connect, and learn from others about what they are going through. Stories are important in highlighting the relevancy of DNA in clinical care for patients and providers. The power and potential of the patient voice is something I have been striving to capture as the reality of genomic healthcare unfolds (DNAandU.org). The knowledge base provided by DNA stories has great potential, but only if representative of the voices of many. Nurse practitioners have an important role in accessing stories to learn, to teach, to plan for the future, and to inspire possibilities.